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Abstract: Commercial pedestrian streets significantly enhance urban life. Previous research often
depends on limited survey data or subjective evaluations, which fail to fully capture the impact of
street elements on spatial vitality under diverse spatiotemporal conditions. This study, conducted
in Beijing’s Sanlitun commercial district, analyzes pedestrian data from six branch roads collected
via WiFi detection to determine how various spatial elements influence the vibrancy of commercial
pedestrian streets. The results show a positive correlation between street width, ranging from
5.88 to 10.83 m, and vitality. Furthermore, the influence of different street elements on vitality varies
notably. During the daytime, street width is the most effective element for enhancing vitality, with a
maximum standardized coefficient of 1.717. However, at night, the associations between advertising
area, store type, and vitality diminish. The street recording the highest nighttime vitality peaked
at a pedestrian count of 91.7831. The contribution of street width to enhancing nighttime vitality is
2.49 times greater than at noon on non-working days, 2.01 times more than on working days, and
2.92 times higher than the impact of tables and chairs. Therefore, street design should prioritize street
width, ground floor interface permeability, number of tables and chairs, store density, advertising
area, and store type.

Keywords: smart city; pedestrian participation; pedestrian trajectory; spatial vitality; street elements

1. Introduction

In recent decades, the phenomenon of “ghost streets” has emerged in cities such as
Berlin, London, Detroit, and Shanghai [1]. These streets have experienced significantly
lower development and utilization rates than expected, leading to an evident waste of
urban space and attracting considerable attention [2]. To revitalize these areas, substantial
investments in reconstruction are often necessary [3]. However, these plans do not always
yield the anticipated success, making the enhancement of vitality within limited urban
spaces a pressing topic in urban studies [4].

Additionally, many major cities across France, China, and Japan face the challenge
of urban shrinkage, which has drained the original vitality from their streets, posing new
challenges to economic and social development [5]. There is an urgent need for a method
that can accurately predict and evaluate urban vitality based on proposed plans. Such a
method would minimize risks prior to construction and provide crucial guidance for urban
development.

During the inventory renewal period, research on urban spatial vitality has primarily
focused on the macro-urban level, with fewer studies addressing the micro-level vital-
ity of street spaces [6]. Yet, micro street spaces are intimately linked to residents’ daily
experiences [7]. As highly dynamic micro-urban environments, commercial pedestrian
streets increasingly emphasize enhancing street vitality in their spatial renewal designs [8].
Recent empirical studies have demonstrated that the spatial form, functional attributes, and
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facilities of streets [9] can attract activities, and optimizing street vitality is now recognized
as a crucial strategy for improving spatial quality.

In existing research, spatial vitality often receives less attention in small-scale ur-
ban spaces and primarily depends on subjective evaluations and qualitative descriptions,
lacking a robust measurement of impact weights [10]. Traditional methods, such as be-
havioral records, participant observation, questionnaires, and interviews, typically cover
only limited time segments and smaller scales [11]. The introduction of pedestrian tra-
jectory capture technology has enabled the collection of new data sources that facilitate
the observation of street vitality over extended periods and at a broader scale while also
providing detailed insights. This research advances a more refined quantitative analysis,
elucidating the influence of the built environment on street vitality and quantifying the
impact weights of different elements [12]. Additionally, by considering the distribution
of spatiotemporal characteristics, this study has analyzed these elements’ effects on the
vitality of street space. Understanding the influence of spatial elements on the vitality
of commercial pedestrian streets is crucial for designing commercial street spaces and
enhancing the quality of street experiences.

This study begins with a literature review to identify elements that significantly
impact pedestrian trajectories in commercial street spaces and to establish a method for
calculating the spatial vitality of these trajectories. Secondly, six east–west branch streets
in the Sanlitun Commercial District in Beijing, China, were selected to extract pedestrian
trajectory data via WiFi detection. Thirdly, the spatial vitality values of these pedestrian
trajectories were calculated, and regression analysis was conducted with the primary
street element data to quantitatively assess the impact of street elements on spatial vitality.
Finally, this study derived rules for the influence of spatial elements on the spatial vitality
of commercial pedestrian streets and, based on these findings, proposed optimization
strategies for commercial streets.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Vitality of Street Space

The spatial vitality of street spaces relates to their potential for survival and de-
velopment, assessable through two primary observational methods: macroscopic and
microscopic. Some scholars, using cities as examples, employ multi-source data to mea-
sure urban vitality [13]. At the macro scale, significant attention is given to the vitality
of street space, from employing the store density (SD) method to evaluate vitality based
on human perception [14,15] to large-scale quantitative analyses that build frameworks
for understanding the impact of street vitality and exploring factors influencing it [16].
Additionally, field surveys and open-source network data are utilized to construct a street
vitality evaluation index for commercial districts [17]. At the micro scale, methods to study
street vitality include using the midpoint of the street as an observation point to mitigate
the effects of road intersections and other variables on pedestrian flow distribution [18]. By
using location data to document the main distribution characteristics of pedestrians, it has
been observed that the spatial facilities and functional layouts of streets mutually enhance
each other, thus increasing their attractiveness to people [19]. Using location information
to record the main distribution characteristics of pedestrians, it is found that the spatial
facilities and functional layout of the block strengthen each other, accelerating the attraction
of pedestrian flow [20]. To evaluate the impact of spatial elements on vitality, it is crucial to
consider the activity characteristics of individuals at a microscopic level, including detailed
spatial attributes. In commercial pedestrian streets, particular emphasis is placed on how
the functional attributes of the street, spatial form, and facilities affect micro-individual ac-
tivities [9,21]. Drawing from the literature, this study identifies key factors that significantly
affect spatial vitality in the micro-spaces of commercial streets, such as store density [22],
store types [23], ground floor interface permeability [24], pedestrian width [25], the number
of public tables and chairs [26], and billboard area [27]. Leveraging established research
methods, scholars continue to investigate the influence of street elements on spatial vitality.
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Overall, relatively mature research on the vitality of commercial districts has been con-
ducted at the macro level, but research on the vitality of commercial streets at the micro level
still needs to be strengthened. In particular, research on the vitality of commercial streets
that integrates three dimensions of crowd activity, spatial change, and temporal change
is even rarer, and this research is crucial for deepening understanding of the operating
mechanism of commercial street vitality and formulating scientific optimization strategies.

2.2. Pedestrian Trajectories

Collecting pedestrian spatio-temporal information to represent vitality from a micro
perspective remains a challenging task for effective vitality assessment. The primary chal-
lenge is to gather this information in an efficient manner that accurately reflects vitality. In
existing research, methods such as actual measurements [28] and questionnaires [29] are
predominantly used in micro-scale street environments. These methods involve processing
pedestrian location information, which can be inaccurate, costly, and time-consuming.
Conducting such studies on a large scale presents significant challenges. With the advent
of big data, resources such as mobile phone signaling data [30], social media check-ins [31],
and GPS data [32] have been utilized in spatial vitality research. While big data offer
extensive coverage, long-term data collection, and low acquisition costs, its coarse granu-
larity presents difficulties in conducting detailed spatial vitality research on micro-scale
commercial pedestrian streets.

By reviewing existing research, this study aims to collect higher-precision pedestrian
spatio-temporal information leveraging big data techniques. Hou utilized video datasets
and computer vision techniques to record pedestrian trajectories and quantify the utiliza-
tion of small public spaces [33], demonstrating that variations in the number of individuals
at different times can serve as an indicator of street vitality. Williams et al. employed
tracking algorithms to monitor the flow of people and generate social cohesion images [34],
finding that crowd-gathering behavior varied across different functional types of street
spaces. Yan et al. extracted pedestrian movement trajectories from videos [35] and analyzed
the spatiotemporal distribution of stays, revealing that pedestrian stay times varied in
street spaces with different interface forms. Li et al. used a multi-target tracking algo-
rithm [26] to quantitatively assess vitality by analyzing pedestrian counts, confirming that
the spatial form of streets directly impacts changes in spatial vitality. These approaches
address the challenges of data collection inherent in traditional methods, overcome the
limitations of non-visual big data, and enhance the level of detail and accuracy in capturing
crowd dynamics.

Certain methodologies focus primarily on quantitatively analyzing location infor-
mation across spatial and temporal dimensions while also incorporating qualitative dis-
cussions about human activities. A more advanced approach is that of Tong Niu, who
captures pedestrian trajectory information from video data [36] and proposes a vitality
quantification model through multiple linear regression analysis based on quantitative
indicators. However, studies on the detailed spatial optimization design for commercial
pedestrian streets, particularly based on pedestrian trajectories, have been relatively lim-
ited. Consequently, there is a lack of established general principles regarding the impact
of spatial design parameters on the optimization of these streets. Specifically, studies that
examine the combined impact of design parameters—such as store density, store type,
ground floor interface permeability, street width, the number of public tables and chairs,
and billboard area—on spatial optimization to accurately assess spatial vitality are scarce
in the Chinese literature.

2.3. Behavior Mapping

In addition, this study used a method of using video datasets to record pedestrian
trajectories, and through this behavior mapping method, researchers can gain a deeper
understanding of pedestrian activity patterns. However, the effectiveness and scientificity
of this method still need to be rigorously validated. Sommer R. mentioned that behavior
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mapping is a continuous process of collecting time and behavior data, which requires an
observation schedule to systematically collect behavior data over a long period of time [37].
Robin C. Moore used visual methods to mark children’s sites on the floor plan of community
open spaces and found that different natural spatial features may affect children’s physical
activity levels [38]. Zordan M. collected data on crowd behavior mapping using visual
snapshots and found that the underlying features of buildings can affect the density of
human face-to-face interaction [39]. Villani C., on the other hand, places more emphasis
on precise capture of spatiotemporal information. She has positioned different activity
behaviors in the GIS environment and found that pedestrian streets, as public open spaces,
are in intense conflict with the behavior of personal power due to their transportation
and commercial nature [40]. In another article, it was proposed that migrant workers in
Hong Kong, as a vulnerable social group, faced problems of human rights, space justice,
and urban inclusiveness during COVID-19. This research method not only provides us
with a deeper understanding of pedestrian behavior but also triggers thinking about urban
planning and management [41]. Therefore, the use of video datasets to record pedestrian
trajectories has brought new possibilities for urban research.

2.4. Concept Definition

Street vitality is characterized primarily by spatial attributes, manifesting as the dis-
tribution patterns of human activity intensity on streets. These spatial characteristics are
observed through the presence and activities of individuals within a specific spatial context.
Moreover, street vitality encompasses temporal characteristics [42]. Jacobs posits that street
vitality arises from the fluctuating flow of people at different times. Two key phenomena
associated with street vitality are the absolute number of people utilizing city streets and
their temporal distribution throughout the day [43], with an emphasis on the significance
of time distribution. The assessment of street vitality involves quantifying various activities
within the street space, such as counting the number of people staying, walking slowly,
and participating in other activities. It also includes evaluating the distribution of these
activities at different times of the day. The intensity of crowd activity on the street can be
quantified by its spatiotemporal characteristics, which define the essence of street vitality.

2.5. Objective

Against this backdrop, the objective of this study is to evaluate the spatial vitality of
commercial pedestrian streets using the pedestrian trajectory method. The research aims to
quantify the impact of design parameters on spatial vitality, specifically addressing three
key issues:

(I) How do the design parameters of commercial pedestrian streets influence spatial
vitality in terms of spatial characteristics?

(II) How do the design parameters affect spatial vitality in terms of temporal characteristics?
(III) Considering the dynamic changes in spatial and temporal characteristics, which de-

sign parameters should be prioritized in the planning of a commercial pedestrian street?

3. Methods
3.1. Research Framework

This study investigates the influence of spatial elements on pedestrian trajectory
behavior within commercial pedestrian streets. A street design optimization strategy,
guided by the promotion of vitality, is proposed. The research content and steps are
outlined in the following figure (Figure 1):

(I) Six street space samples with representative environmental characteristics were se-
lected within the Sanlitun commercial district in Beijing, China.

(II) During the same time period, four specific time intervals were chosen to conduct WiFi
trajectory data collection for these six samples. The collection process involved docu-
menting various pedestrian trajectory behaviors and the spatial element configuration
of each sample.
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(III) For data analysis, trajectory behavior data were extracted according to specific ana-
lytical requirements. It is proposed that the data concerning factors and vitality be
modeled using ordered logistic regression equations in SPSS. This evaluation will
help ascertain the impact of various factors on street vitality under different pedes-
trian densities and aid in constructing a spatial configuration model for commercial
pedestrian streets aimed at enhancing vitality.

(IV) In line with design requirements, priorities should be rationally allocated to propose
street-type design methods tailored to different priority levels.
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3.2. Sample Selection

Beijing’s Sanlitun Commercial Pedestrian Street has a large number of activities, obvi-
ous differences in vitality, and high application value [44]. This article uses six commercial
pedestrian street spaces as sample spaces and conducts eight on-site surveys at Taikoo
Li Sanlitun, four times on 20 August 2023 (Sunday) and four times on 21 August 2023
(Monday), each involving daytime hours, nights, working days, non-working days [45].
To analyze changes in the amount of positioning data and the number of external trust
sources, each piece of data includes the device MAC address, collection timestamp, probe
number, and distance between the device and the probe. Among them, device groups 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6 in Sanlitun South District detect 6 east–west streets, as shown in Figure 2.

The data collected are the flow trajectory data of Sanlitun South District. The data
collection times are 12:00–13:30, 14:00–15:30, 16:00–17:30, and 19:00–20:30. Each time period,
a 5 min technical detection was carried out. At the same time, the No. 1 cross street in
the South District was selected for video measurement and shooting, and the accuracy
of the two-way cross-sectional human flow verification technology was recorded. After
statistical processing of the human flow and human flow trajectories by street, model
analysis is performed.

In order to ensure the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the data, we have decided
to conduct additional data collection on the streets from 7 to 8 July 2024 to compensate for
the shortcomings of the previously collected data [45]. After additional data collection, it
was found that the data were highly consistent with those collected on 20–21 August 2023.
This additional data collection initiative will help compensate for the lack of time span and
provide a more comprehensive and accurate analysis foundation for the research. Through
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such measures, we can be more confident that our research results are comprehensive and
accurate, making our conclusions more credible.
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3.3. Model Specification
3.3.1. Pedestrian Street Spatial Elements

(I) Store density (SD)

Store density [22] is defined as the number of stores per unit length of a commercial
pedestrian street. In this study, store density is represented by the number of stores along
the median of the street divided by the length of that median. Store density plays a
crucial role in the spatial vitality of commercial pedestrian streets. A higher store density
indicates a greater variety of shopping and service options available, which can attract
more customers and tourists. This, in turn, increases pedestrian traffic and activity levels
on the street, as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Calculation methods for spatial element indicators of pedestrian streets.

Spatial Element Indicators Calculation Method

Store density (Ps)

The store density value is the ratio of the number of shops
(Ns) on both sides of the street to the length of the median

(Lm) line of the street.
Ps =

Ns
Lm

Store type (St)
Calculate the type of store by calculating the sales type of

the store (St).

Street width (Sw)

The calculation method for street width is the ratio of the
total street area (Sa) to the median length of the street (Lm),

which is the average street width.
Sw = Sa

Lm

Bottom permeability (Bp)

The calculation method for the permeability of the bottom
(Bp) interface of the street is the ratio of the glass area along

the street (Ga) to the facade area (Bi).
Bp = Ga

Bi

Number of chairs (Nc) The number of public tables and chairs is recorded through
observation and statistics.

Billboard area (Ba)

The advertising area is calculated by recording the length
and width of advertising signs along the street, including
street facade advertisements (AF), independent hanging

advertisements (AI), and advertising signs (AS).
Ba = AFl × AFd + AIl × AId + ASl × ASd
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(II) Store type (ST)

Store type [23] refers to the variety of functional store categories found on commercial
pedestrian streets. This metric reflects the diversity of shopping, dining, entertainment, and
service options available. In this study, store types are categorized based on the types of
products or services offered. A higher number of store types indicates a richer experience
for pedestrians, providing a broader range of activities and interactions.

(III) Bottom interface permeability (BP)

Good ground floor interface permeability [24] enhances customer flow between the
underground and ground levels. This facilitates increased pedestrian traffic, which in
turn enhances store visibility and customer footfall, contributing to a vibrant and thriving
business environment on the pedestrian street. A preliminary investigation indicates that
the transmittance of the glass curtain wall on Sanlitun Commercial Street exceeds 80%. In
this study, the ratio of the glass area to the facade area along the street is employed as the
metric for calculating ground floor interface permeability.

(IV) Street width (SW)

The building height along Sanlitun Commercial Street is uniformly set to three
floors [25]. Variations in pedestrian width influence the cross-sectional shape of the street.
The SW of a commercial pedestrian street is intricately linked to its capacity for pedestrian
traffic. Wider streets can accommodate more pedestrians, facilitating free movement and
reducing congestion and pedestrian conflicts. In this study, street width is calculated as
the average width, determined by dividing the total street area by the length of the line
connecting the midpoints of the street’s entrances and exits.

(V) Number of public tables and chairs (NC)

A sufficient number of public tables and chairs [26] can enhance social interaction and
activity on commercial pedestrian streets. Comfortable seating facilities offer pedestrians
places to rest and dine, potentially increasing their duration of stay. The quantity of tables
and chairs is determined through systematic observation and recording.

(VI) Billboard area (BA)

Billboard area [27] enhances the spatial perception and visual appeal of commercial
pedestrian streets. It provides navigation and information transmission functions that
assist pedestrians in quickly locating their destinations or accessing necessary information.
Clear and easily readable signage offers guidance that can facilitate pedestrian flow and
encourage participation in commercial pedestrian areas. In this study, the advertising area
was calculated by measuring the length and width of advertising signs along the street,
including facade advertising, independent hanging signs, and other advertisements.

3.3.2. Street Vitality Measurement

This study adopts the spatial vitality quantification model based on quantitative
indicators proposed by Tong Niu as the method for measuring street vitality [36]. This
model provides a practical and scientifically robust approach to assessing street vitality.
It objectively quantifies vitality by incorporating various quantitative indicators, thus
offering a comprehensive evaluation. The model’s four quantitative indicators—number
of people, residence time, trajectory diversity, and trajectory complexity—address key
aspects such as human flow, activity duration, space utilization, and degree of interaction.
These indicators facilitate a more detailed assessment of street vitality. Moreover, while the
spatial vitality of commercial pedestrian streets predominantly reflects the attractiveness
and busyness of different spaces, it does not necessarily capture directional business
activities. Consequently, the quantification model proposed by Tong Niu is both scientific
and comprehensive, making it well-suited for evaluating the spatial vitality of commercial
pedestrian streets. By utilizing this method, the research can achieve objective and thorough
evaluation results.
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The calculation formula of the spatial vitality quantification model based on quantita-
tive indicators is as follows (1):

Spatial Vitality = 0.582num + 0.254dur + 0.307TD + 0.159TC (1)

In the street space, the vitality is determined by several factors. The number of
pedestrians present in the area is represented by “num”, while the duration of their stay is
denoted as “dur”. Additionally, the diversity of pedestrian trajectories is captured by “TD”,
and the complexity of pedestrian trajectories is measured by “TC”.

(I) Number of people (num)

The attractiveness of a commercial pedestrian space can be assessed by the number of
people present. A higher number of individuals in the same space often signifies greater
appeal. In this study, the population count is determined by analyzing the number of
pedestrian trajectories. To ensure accuracy, it is essential to deduplicate trajectories using
the unique identifier of the device, such as the MAC address, to prevent tracking errors.
Due to potential detection range errors, this study utilizes filtered trajectories. Consequently,
the count of people excludes pedestrians who only briefly enter the spatial boundary or
who travel along the boundary. These findings are summarized in Table 2.

(II) Residence time (dur)

This study calculates the dwell time by recording the number of track points marked
by the trajectory timing. During data collection, track points are recorded at five-second in-
tervals. Dwell time, defined as the average duration that pedestrians spend in a commercial
street area, serves as an indicator of the space’s attractiveness. This metric offers insights
into the appeal of the space to pedestrians and their willingness to linger. The calculation is
performed by analyzing the duration of the connection between WiFi detection equipment
and pedestrians’ devices. A higher number of stay track points typically indicates greater
pedestrian attraction and interest in the commercial streets.

(III) Trajectory diversity (TD)

Higher vitality correlates with a richer array of activities, which is manifested in the
diversity of pedestrian trajectories. This trajectory diversity illustrates variations in the
structural patterns of pedestrian movement and captures the differences in paths taken by
individuals within the space. Specifically, by collecting vector information that includes
the starting and ending points of individual trajectories, one can calculate the structural
similarity of these paths. These local vectors represent the shape and structure of pedestrian
trajectories. Similarities or differences in these structures can indicate behavioral patterns
of pedestrian groups or clusters.

(IV) Trajectory complexity (TC)

To account for behaviors that share the same trajectory but involve different activities,
this study introduces the concept of trajectory complexity to calculate vitality values. For
instance, when pedestrians traverse a space with identical starting and ending points, their
movements tend to be purposeful, often lacking spontaneity. Such trajectories typically
appear as simple straight lines, indicating a direct and efficient route to their destination. In
contrast, trajectories associated with self-selected and social activities exhibit high random-
ness and significant variability, often appearing as wavy lines with frequent fluctuations.
Variations in behaviors are primarily evidenced by the presence of inflection points in the
trajectories and changes in the direction vectors at these points. Trajectories of passing
pedestrians generally have few inflection points, and the variation in direction vectors
between these points tends to be relatively uniform. On the other hand, trajectories of
pedestrians engaged in leisure activities contain numerous inflection points, with notable
variations in direction vectors observed between these points. The complexity of a trajec-
tory is assessed by first identifying the inflection points and then calculating the vector
differences by connecting adjacent inflection points.
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Table 2. Tong Niu’s trajectory-based vitality calculation method.

Vitality Indicators Calculation Method

Vitality (V)

The quantitative-indicator-based spatial vitality quantification
model proposed by Tong Niu is a street vitality measurement

method. The model consists of four quantifications, where
num is the number of people in the street space, dur is the

residence time of pedestrians, TD is the diversity of
pedestrian trajectories, and TC is the complexity of pedestrian

trajectories. The calculation method is as follows:
Spatial Vigour = 0.582num + 0.254dur + 0.307TD + 0.159TC

Number of people (num)

The result of the number of people is obtained by recording
the number of different trajectories, excluding pedestrians
who enter the spatial boundary in a short period of time or

travel along the boundary.

Duration of the timing (dur)

This article calculates the dwell time by recording the number
of trajectory points marked during the trajectory timing.

During the measurement process, the trajectory points (Tp)
are recorded every 5 s, which means the dwell time is equal to

the number of trajectory points in a single trajectory
multiplied by 5.

dur = Tp × 5

Trajectory diversity (TD)

Trajectory diversity reflects the structural differences in
trajectories; that is, by collecting vector information composed

of starting and ending points in a single trajectory, the
similarity of its path structure is calculated. Among them, the
difference in morphological structure between P (initial point)

and Q (stopping point) is TD (P, Q), where trajectory
{→ P}i=1 and Pglobal vectors, and trajectory Q is represented

by {→ Q}i=1 and Qglobal vectors.
TD(P, Q) = θglobal Iglobal∑

n
i=1 θi Ii

Trajectory complexity (TC)

To calculate the trajectory complexity, the inflection points of
each trajectory are extracted, and then their vector differences

are extracted by connecting adjacent inflection points. Cj is
the complexity of the j-th trajectory, and m is the number of

trajectory segment vectors for the j-th trajectory. θij and Iij are
the angle and length differences in the i + 1 trajectory segment

vectors of the i-th and j-th trajectory segment
vectors, respectively.

TCj =
m−1
∑

i=1
θij Iij

4. Results
4.1. The Spatial Feature Dataset of Streets

The processed data on spatial elements include six major categories: SD, ST, BP, SW,
NC, and BA. The classification and proportion of these elements are detailed in Table 3.

Table 3. Sanlitun commercial street elements survey form.

Street Name Store Density
(%) Store Type Street Width

(m)
Bottom Surface

Permeability (%)
Number of Tables

and Chairs
Advertising

Area

Street 1 22 2 9.26 49.5 18 51
Street 2 16.9 4 5.88 53.4 33 25
Street 3 18 3 10.23 53.7 14 34
Street 4 12.4 6 12.03 51.5 52 15
Street 5 16.5 1 7.86 48.2 10 29
Street 6 15.1 3 7.69 53.8 24 40
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In the east–west streets of Sanlitun, significant differences are observed in the data
across various types of spatial elements. For instance, as depicted in Figure 3, Street 4
exhibits the highest value of six for store density, while Street 5 has the lowest at one,
indicating that Street 4’s value is six times that of Street 5. In terms of street width, Street
4 records the highest measurement at 12.03 m, compared to Street 2 at 5.88 m, marking
an increase of 104.5%. Regarding ground floor interface permeability, Street 6 shows the
highest value at 0.538, while Street 1 is the lowest at 0.495, an 8.6% increase. For the
number of public tables and chairs, Street 4 leads with 52, significantly higher than Street
5, which has 10, an increase of 420%. In the billboard area, Street 1 features the largest
area at 51 square meters, whereas Street 4 has the smallest at 15 square meters, showing an
increase of 240%.
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According to the data presented in the figure, among the six indicators—store density,
store types, street width, number of public tables and chairs, and billboard area—Street 4 is
representative in terms of store density, store types, street width, number of public tables
and chairs, and billboard area. Street 1 is notably representative of store density, ground
floor interface permeability, and billboard area. The spatial element data for Streets 4 and 1
exhibit significant differences. Additionally, Street 5 stands out in terms of shop types and
the number of public tables and chairs, Street 2 is distinguished solely by its street width,
and Street 6 is unique for its ground floor interface permeability. It is important to note
that this study highlights the considerable variance in the spatial element data between
Streets 4 and 1, providing a clearer understanding of the spatial diversity among different
commercial streets. However, the presence of significant differences in spatial elements
does not necessarily correlate with substantial differences in spatial vitality. Assessing
spatial vitality requires detailed analysis through specific calculations.
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4.2. Spatial Vitality Dataset of Streets

This study analyzes pedestrian trajectory data from commercial streets collected via
WiFi detection. The underlying principle involves the WiFi detection system actively
scanning and capturing the signal characteristics of user devices, such as MAC addresses
and signal strengths, when their WiFi functions are enabled. These characteristics, along
with the distribution pattern of the signal, are used to precisely locate users within the
street area. The data are confined to the street area and exclude the interiors of stores on
either side of the street. Furthermore, to ensure data accuracy, detailed video observations
and analyses were conducted. These confirmed that the data obtained from WiFi detection
technology closely correspond to the actual pedestrian movements. This alignment is
further discussed and validated in the subsequent verification phase.

The data collected include the number of people and individual trajectory information,
yielding 5626 and 4452 records over two days, respectively. The recorded information is
illustrated in the accompanying figure. The data collection methodology was developed
with reference to relevant studies [46] and adhered to ethical research practices through
several measures: firstly, permission for sample collection was obtained through negoti-
ations with local law enforcement authorities; secondly, an agreement was signed with
the management agency of the community where the data were gathered, stipulating that
all personal information in the collected data would be anonymized and that the data
would be used solely for research purposes, with no disclosure to third parties; thirdly,
data recording occurred in outdoor public spaces, where pedestrians were informed about
the data collection, emphasizing that the records are used exclusively for studying crowd
behavior, not for individual tracking, and that personal information would be obscured.

4.3. Data Verification

To ensure the accuracy of spatial vitality data, this study employs synchronous
video recording for five minutes at each collection point during different time periods
to capture bidirectional cross-sectional people flow activities at the measurement points.
The data verification method consists of the following steps: (a) capturing video screen-
shots, (b) extracting pedestrian trajectories, and (c) transforming position coordinates [36].
Figure 4 details the specific processing procedure for each video: Initially, the research team
selects clips from the video at the measurement point, ensuring each frame is smooth and
stable. Subsequently, frame-by-frame analysis is conducted to pinpoint the pedestrian’s
trajectory. Given that the shape of pedestrian trajectories detected via WiFi differs from the
video recording angle, the trajectory punctuation points recorded in the video are converted
into vertical top-view trajectory points using the reference objects. This study employs the
perspective transformation method (X, Y) to perform the coordinate transformation [47].
The primary aim of processing the data is to ascertain the consistency of the number of
pedestrians, pedestrian residence time, trajectory coordinate points, and detection data in
the video. While this verification method may not yield a flawless trajectory, and coordi-
nate conversion might introduce errors, as well as tracking issues for severely occluded or
excessively blurred individuals in the video may also generate inaccuracies, these factors
minimally impact the quantitative analysis of vitality from the perspective of verifying
spatial vitality elements. Future studies will incorporate more refined verification methods
to enhance the accuracy of assessing the vitality of spatial elements in streets.

4.4. Regression Analysis of Spatial Vitality and Elements

In this study, a correlation analysis of spatial vitality and elements is conducted
using a method based on stepwise multiple linear regression. The fundamental principle of
stepwise multiple linear regression is to automatically identify the most significant variables
from a large pool of variables. This process helps establish a predictive or explanatory
model for regression analysis [48]. Specifically, the model will first include the variables
with the highest correlation with the dependent variable. Subsequently, the method adds
the next most relevant variable to the model until no other variables demonstrate statistical
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significance. During this iterative process, it is possible to exclude a variable that was
previously included in a step but is no longer statistically significant. This study used the
SPSS platform for regression analysis calculations [49]. Through regression analysis, this
study obtained the optimal energy quantification model at different times. Among them,
the independent variables are store density, store type, ground floor interface permeability,
street width, number of public tables and chairs, and billboard area, and the dependent
variable is the spatial vitality value.
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The research results show that in the multiple linear regression model established
between 19:00 and 20:30 on non-working days, the significance of store type and advertising
area are 0.143 and 0.529, respectively. There is no significant difference in store type and
advertising area at the 0.05 level. In the multiple linear regression model developed for the
remaining time periods, all variables included in the model exhibit statistical significance
at the 0.05 significance level.

Based on the analysis, it can be inferred that during non-working days from 19:00 to
20:30, the vitality of the street space is influenced by factors such as the density of shops,
the permeability of the ground floor interface, the width of walkways, and the presence
of public tables and chairs. The rest of the time, the vitality of street space is affected by
store density, store types, ground floor interface permeability, pedestrian width, number of
public tables and chairs, and billboard area.

4.4.1. Analysis Results of Different Spatial Characteristics

In this study, there are two sets of correlations between spatial elements and spatial
vitality. In the special vitality model, focusing on the time period from 19:00 to 20:30
on non-working days, street spatial vitality is correlated with store density, ground floor
interface permeability, and pedestrian width.

(I) Normal vitality model

This study utilizes the results obtained from stepwise multiple linear regression
analysis models. It reveals that across all normal models investigated, certain findings
can be derived. Store density and advertising area are negatively correlated with spatial
vitality, while store type, ground floor interface permeability, street width, and the number
of public tables and chairs are positively correlated with spatial vitality. The third model in
the regression parameter graph shows a significant spatial weight difference in the analysis
model between 16:00 and 17:30 on non working days.

The results show that tolerance values of store density (SD), store type (ST), ground
floor interface permeability (BP), street width (PW), number of public tables and chairs (NC),
and billboard area (BA) are 1.1, 0.7, 1.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.5, respectively. All the coefficients,
which are all greater than 0.1, indicate that there is no significant covariance between the
independent variables and other variables in this study. SPSS 26 statistical analysis software
was used to conduct a linear regression analysis on store density, store type, ground floor
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interface permeability, street width, number of public tables and chairs, billboard area and
spatial vitality, and a regression model of street space design parameters on spatial vitality
was obtained, as shown in Equation (2).

Y = −0.839SD + 1.377ST + 0.657BP + 1.717SW + 0.546NC − 0.039BA − 22.163 (2)

Among them, Y is the street space vitality, SD is the store density, ST is the store
type, BP is the permeability of the ground floor interface, PW is the street width, NC is the
number of public tables and chairs, and BA is the billboard area.

The findings from the linear regression analysis are displayed in Figure 1. These
coefficients enable the comparison of the influence of street space design parameters on
overall vitality, even though they may have varying magnitudes and units. The standard-
ized factor β is a quantitative index utilized to standardize different quantitative units,
indicating the effectiveness of the independent variable on the dependent variable. The
street width has a standardized coefficient of 1.717, whereas the billboard area has a stan-
dardized coefficient of −0.039. The influence of pedestrian width on street vitality is 44.02
times greater than that of the billboard area, and the multiple correlation coefficient is
0.645. The coefficient of determination is a statistical measure indicating the effectiveness of
model fitting; the model’s fitting effect improves as it approaches one. Hence, the equation
demonstrates a high level of fit, indicating a strong linear relationship between street space
design parameters and spatial vitality.

(II) Special vitality model

This study utilizes the results obtained from the stepwise multiple linear regression
analysis model. The findings demonstrate that in the model of spatial vitality, certain
relationships and patterns can be observed. Store density is negatively correlated with
spatial vitality, while ground floor interface permeability, street width, and the number
of public tables and chairs are positively correlated with spatial vitality. For non-working
days, the 19:00–20:30 model is analyzed, which is the fourth model in the model regression
parameter diagram.

The results show that the tolerance values of store density (SD), ground floor interface
permeability (BP), pedestrian width (PW), and number of public tables and chairs (NC)
are 1.1, 1.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively, all greater than 0.1, the analysis indicates that there
is no covariance between the independent variable and other variables, as all coefficients
demonstrate no significant association. SPSS 26 statistical analysis software was used to
conduct linear regression analysis on store density, ground floor interface permeability,
street width, number of public tables and chairs, and spatial vitality, and the obtained
regression model illustrates the relationship between street space design parameters and
spatial vitality, as shown in Equation (3).

Y = −1.722SD + 1.253BP + 2.745SW + 0.9376NC − 39.27 (3)

Among them, Y is the vitality of street space, SD is the density of shops, BP is the
permeability of the ground floor interface, PW is the street width, and NC is the number of
public tables and chairs.

Figure 5 presents the results obtained from the linear regression analysis. These
coefficients facilitate the comparison of the effects of street space design parameters on
overall vitality despite their varying magnitudes and measurement units. The standardized
factor β is a quantitative index employed to standardize diverse measurement units,
signifying the effectiveness of the independent variable on the dependent variable. The
street width has a standardized coefficient of 2.745, while the number of public tables and
chairs has a standardized coefficient of 0.9376. The impact of street width on street vitality
is 2.92 times that of the number of public tables and chairs, and the multiple correlation
coefficient is 0.735. The coefficient of determination is a statistical measure indicating the
effectiveness of model fitting; the model’s fitting effect improves as it approaches one.
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Thus, the equation demonstrates a high level of fit, suggesting a strong linear relationship
between street space design parameters and spatial vitality.
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4.4.2. Analysis Results of Different Time Characteristics

In this study, it was found that the standardized factor difference varied significantly
between working days and non-working days, indicating that the efficiency of street pa-
rameters on street vitality changes over time. The results show that on non-working days,
the standardized coefficient of street width at noon is 0.521, accounting for 16.52%, and the
standardized coefficient at night is 2.745, accounting for 41.23%. The street width is more
efficient at improving street vitality at night than at noon by 2.49 times, while the standard-
ized coefficient of the number of tables and chairs at noon is 0.352, accounting for 11.16%,
and the standardized coefficient at night is 0.937, accounting for 14.07%. The efficiency of
the number of tables and chairs in improving street vitality at night is 1.269 times that at
noon. The findings indicate that over time, the influence of street width and the number of
tables and chairs on enhancing street vitality increases gradually. Notably, the impact of
street width on effectiveness exhibits the highest rate of growth in improving street vitality,
as shown in Figure 6.

On weekdays, the standardized coefficient of street width at noon is 0.338, accounting
for 14.42%, and the standardized coefficient at night is 1.835, accounting for 28.91%. The
efficiency of street width in improving street vitality at night is 2.01 times that at noon;
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The standardized coefficient of store types at noon is 1.192, accounting for 50.91%, and the
standardized coefficient at night is 2.419, accounting for 38.12%. The efficiency of store
types in improving street vitality at night is 0.748 times that at noon. It shows that with
the increase in time, the impact of street width on the improvement in street vitality is
gradually increasing, and the impact of store types on the improvement in street vitality is
gradually declining, among which the efficiency of street width has the fastest growth.

It shows that as time goes from noon to night, the efficiency of street width in street
space design parameters in improving street vitality is more significant, by 2.49 times
on non-working days and by 2.01 times on working days. The efficiency of store types
in improving street vitality is low. The working day is not affected; the working day
is 0.748 times. As time changes, the vitality-improving efficiency of street space design
parameters from large to small is pedestrian width, ground floor interface permeability,
number of tables and chairs, store density, billboard area, and store types.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Selection of Spatial Elements under Spatial Characteristics

Disregarding temporal characteristics and focusing solely on spatial attributes, signifi-
cant variations are observed in the impact of different street elements on vitality. Specifically,
within the street width range of 5.88 m to 10.83 m, there is a positive correlation between
street width and street vitality, suggesting that an increase in street width generally en-
hances vitality. This discovery does not conflict with the idea that narrower streets are
more accessible. Jan Gehl pointed out in “Cities For People” that the scale of streets close to
people is below 15 m, and the two are not contradictory. The premise of this discovery is
based on research results within the same commercial district. However, it is important
to note that excessively narrow streets can lead to congestion and traffic issues, thereby
adversely affecting street vitality. Therefore, this correlation underscores a nuanced rela-
tionship between street width and vitality; within the specified range, an expansion in
street width is likely to boost vitality to some extent [50].

Moreover, within the shop density range of 12% to 22%, there is a negative correlation
between shop density and street vitality. Increased shop density tends to diminish street
vitality, potentially due to heightened competition among businesses and diminished
appeal of individual shops, which collectively detract from the overall street vitality [51].
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5.2. Daytime Street Element Selection under Time Characteristics

Focusing solely on time characteristics during daylight hours, there is a noticeable
difference in how street elements impact vitality. Specifically, from 12:00 to 17:30, there
is a positive correlation between time and street vitality. As the day progresses, the total
number of people on the street gradually increases, enhancing vitality more rapidly in
conjunction with wider street widths and higher penetration rates of the ground floor
interface. Between 16:00 and 17:30, the six streets surveyed reached their peak daytime
vitality, with the highest recorded value being 74.7406. Streets that feature higher ground
floor interface permeability, diverse store types, and an abundance of tables and chairs tend
to attract more people. In the spatial design of commercial pedestrian streets operational
during daylight hours, the focus should be on maximizing street width, which shows the
fastest growth in vitality, followed by the permeability of the ground floor interface, store
variety, and the availability of tables and chairs.

5.3. Nighttime Street Element Selection under Time Characteristics

Considering only the temporal characteristics of nighttime, the impact of various
street elements on vitality shows notable differences, with advertising area and store type
demonstrating no significant correlation to street vitality. During the hours of 19:00 to 20:30
on non-working nights, street width, store density, ground floor interface permeability,
and the presence of tables and chairs emerge as the critical factors influencing vitality. The
peak nighttime vitality is observed at a street vitality index of 91.7831, coinciding with
the maximum pedestrian count. The contribution of street width to enhancing nighttime
vitality is 2.49 times greater than at noon on non-working days, 2.01 times more than on
working days, and 2.92 times higher than the impact of tables and chairs. Thus, in designing
commercial pedestrian streets with a focus on the nighttime economy, it is advisable to
prioritize street width due to its significant influence on vitality. This should be followed
by optimizing ground floor interface permeability and the strategic placement of tables
and chairs while minimizing the diversity of store types.

6. Conclusions

In this research, a comprehensive dataset of pedestrian trajectories on commercial
pedestrian streets was compiled, introducing a people-centric vitality evaluation system
aimed at assessing overall street vitality and constructing a dataset with a specific focus
on this aspect. This study explores the correlation between spatial vitality and several
variables, SD, ST, BP, SW, NC, and BA, to derive a model that accurately quantifies vitality.
Experimental findings confirm that the methodology proposed herein accurately evaluates
the influence of street design parameters on overall vitality. The vitality quantification
model presented shows a higher accuracy in fitting overall vitality than models relying
solely on superficial attributes such as pedestrian count and dwell time. This research
surpasses traditional observational and behavioral recording techniques, offering a precise
assessment of street design elements. The results provide a crucial reference for further
quantitative research on the interaction between the environment and human behavior. It
should be noted that due to data collection constraints, this study focuses on a 5 min visual
technology detection of each street space, limiting the analysis to spatial vitality within this
brief timeframe. Future research will extend the analysis to longer periods and explore
temporal variations in vitality accuracy.

This research article presents findings aimed at identifying design parameters that
influence the vitality of street spaces, offering an innovative methodology for the meticu-
lous design of commercial pedestrian streets. The employed vitality quantification method
serves to assess and refine design schemes, aligning with the goal of augmenting architec-
tural design specifications. The developed workflow facilitates real-time evaluation and
comparative analysis of spatial vitality in design schemes for commercial pedestrian streets.
Importantly, this workflow retains its applicability even when fluctuations occur in the
pedestrian traffic on the commercial street.
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